We discuss exotic states X(3872) and Z + (4430), observed recently in experiment Belle. The QCD-string based explanation is suggested.
In addition to large number of (cc) mesons new "charmonium-like" exotic states appeared recently. The most exotic among them are X(3872)-meson [1] and resonant-like state Z (4430) + [2] . The discussion of X(3872) properties can be found in large list of works [3] . Actually, there are two possibilities that are discussed in these works: 1) molecular nature of X(3872), that is caused by strong interaction of D-mesons near threshold [4] and 2) 4-quark nature of this state (including diquark picture) [5] .
Leaving aside the first possibility we will try to give some arguments in favour of second variant. Let us consider the kinematics of weak B-meson decay B → K + X cc , where X cc is a final cc-state and arbitrary amount of light quarks. In a simplest case, when cc-pair is in colourless state, it forms charmonium levels η c , ψ, ψ ′ , χ c0 , χ c1 with close production rates.
Comparable probabilities of production of these states in B → (cc)K decay show, that their production proceeds at the scale typical for light hadrons ∼ 1 fm. If these were not the case, one would observe a strong dependence of decay branching fractions on the properties of wave functions on small distances. In addition, the property of b → ccs decay kinematics is that in interval 2.5 GeV < m cc < 3.8 GeV the dependence on cc mass is weak.
The situation is completely different if cc pair is produced in colour-octet state (it should be noted, that this configuration is dominant). In this case, as it can be seen from Fig. 1 , Fig. 1 after s-quark hadronization into K-meson the remaining X cc system consists of four quarks.
Further evolution of this system follows the well known scenario of production of two particles with open charm. In the same time we can not exclude the possibility of production of compact 4-quark system with characteristic size ∼ 1 fm, where the cc-pair is in colour-octet state and has small invariant mass ∼ 2m c . In this paper we want to point out that this configuration of quarks arises naturally in standard approach, which describes ordinary (nonexotic) quark statesandin string representation of long distance quark interaction.
In this case we use to say, that quarks are bounded by strings of chromo-electric field. This kind of representation of ordinary hadrons is shown in Fig. 2 . The arrows on Fig. 1 show the direction of nonabelian chromoelectric flux. The presentation 3 comes out from quark q and enters antiquarkq. Equivalent description corresponds the representation3 enters q and comes out fromq. In nonrelativistic limit for heavy quarks this description gives rise to the linear part of confining potential.
Is it is possible to generalize this description for more complicated 4-quark states? The answer is positive. In accordance with the representation theory of SU col (3) the representa-
, antisymmetric with respect 3 to indices α and β. Graphic representation (see Fig. 2 ) is changed in the following way: the flux 3 either comes out from quark or two fluxes3 enter into the quark, correspondingly for antiquark we have to change 3 ⇆3 (see Fig. 3 ). Recall, that in the decay of B-meson we are discussing, the octet states are enhanced for cc pair. If we assume, that the Br(X(3872) → ψππ) and Br(Z + (4430) → ψ ′ π) are of order of several percents, we shall conclude, that the probability of production of these states is one of the order of probability of ordinary quarkonium production.
Note that the different structure of 4-quark states presented in Fig. 4 leads to different picture of their decay. If, for example, for decay of usual mesons (e.g. ρ → ππ) it is enough 4 to consider only the breaking of string and production ofpair, it is not possible for configuration shown in Fig. 4a . In order for this configuration to decay into DD or φ ′ ψ it is imperative to consider string interaction, which leads to their reconnection, as it is shown on figure 5 . As far as the configuration on figure 4b is concerned, it may decay as usual hadrons into baryon-antibaryon pair. Unfortunately, because of low masses of the states X (3872) and Z + (4430), this channel is not possible, but for higher excitations of these states it will dominate. For decay chain Λ b → Π cc K we expect, analogously to Z + (4430) decay, the decay Π cc → ψ ′ N.
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